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Government to fully digitize Radio Pakistan
The incumbent government, under its vision of introducing modern trends and
technology in different sectors, has planned to fully digitize the state-owned Radio
Pakistan.
This information has been revealed in official documents during the ongoing week-long
national workshop on Digital Radio Migration policy of Radio Pakistan at Pakistan
Broadcasting Academy, Islamabad.
The digitization will bring about a revolution in the field of broadcasting in the country,
and will capture the audience at home and abroad including South Asia and Central Asia
and the Middle East through quality news, current affairs and programs.
Under the plan, the biggest 1000-Kilowatt DRM Medium-wave transmitting station of
Radio Pakistan will be set up at Fort Monroe hill station in Dera Ghazi Khan district in
South Punjab at an estimated cost of three billion rupees.
It will be the first ever most powerful but digital transmitter of Radio Pakistan that is to
be established in center of the country as part of Phase-II of Digital Radio Migration
policy and it will help cover the entire population of Pakistan with crystal clear and
noise-free waves.
The project has already been approved by the federal cabinet while the Punjab
government has been asked to acquire land for the said purpose.
Under Phase-II of DRM plan, five DRM+FM transmitters of 10-kilowatt each will be
installed in Islamabad, Lahore, Karachi, Faisalabad and Multan in the existing Radio
Stations.
Besides, eight DRM+FM transmitters of five kilowatt each will be installed in Quetta,
Peshawar, Gilgit, Skardu, Gwadar, Mirpur (Azad Kashmir), Khairpur and Narowal in the
existing radio stations.
The phase-II of the plan would be accomplished in three years with an overall estimated
cost of 3,153 million rupees.
And under Phase-III of the plan, four DRM medium wave transmitters of 100-kilowatt
each will be installed in Lahore, Skardu, Quetta and Peshawar for strategic purposes.
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